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REMARKS ON AUTOMORPHISMS OF SUBFACTORS

PHAN H. LOI

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We establish certain properties of automorphisms on an inclusion

of AFD type Hi factors with finite index and finite depth and discuss their

applications to the classification problem of AFD type III subfactors, including

a different proof of a result on subfactors with principal graph D„ .

1. Introduction

It is a well-known fact that automorphisms play an important role in the study

of von Neumann algebras as exemplified by their usefulness in the classification

of AFD factors in [2, 3].
The importance of automorphisms of subfactors, however, has begun to

emerge only recently, as the results [19, 13] show that automorphisms are also

useful in the classification of certain AFD type IIL; subfactors for X £ (0, 1].

Recall that, for an inclusion A c M of IIL; factors, X ̂  0, possessing a
common discrete or continuous decomposition, there are two associated towers
of higher relative commutants, one coming from N c M and the other from the
corresponding type II inclusion. The former tower is always embedded in the

second one and can be realized as the pair of simultaneous fixed-point algebras

of a certain class of automorphisms acting on the second tower (cf. [13]).

In general, these two towers alone do not entirely determine the conjugacy
class of the type III subfactor. In this note we show that if we fix the type III

and the type II towers, then there can only be finitely many AFD subfactors

with identical derived towers in the type IIL case, whereas there is either a

unique or an uncountable number of such subfactors in the IIL case.
In [6] Izumi and Kawahigashi have shown that the number of nonconjugate

AFD type IL subfactors with Dn, n > 4, as the principal graph is n - 2

by computing explicitly the connection introduced by Ocneanu in [15]. These

subfactors are in a one-to-one correspondence to the elements of a certain third

cohomology group according to a result of Popa in [18]. We will give a proof

of this result using automorphisms.
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2. Main results

Let B c A be factors and Aut(^, B) = {a £ Aut(A) ; a(B) = B} ; a and ß
are said to be outer conjugate in Aut(^4, B) if they are conjugate in Aut(^4, B)
modulo Int(^4, B), the group of inner automorphisms with unitaries from B .

Let us also recall the construction of the standard homomorphisms on a

pair of types IL or Hoc factors with finite index. Let B c A be such a

pair, and let {Bj} be a tunnel with Jones projections e-¡. Then there is a

finite normal faithful trace defined on the tower of finite-dimensional algebras:

B'j n B c B'j n A . Let & be the group of filtered automorphisms {q;} which

satisfy:

( 1 )   a j is an automorphism on B'j n B c B'j f) A ;

(2) cij extends a7_i ;

(3) a.; is trace-preserving for each j ;

(4) aj(e-k) = e_k for 0 < k < j - 1.

As a group, & is independent of the choice of the tunnel, and there exists

a continuous homomorphism <P: Aut(^4, B) —> &, called the standard homo-

morphism, such that Ker(O) = Trú(A, B) (cf. [9, 13]).
Our first observation is that, for finite depth inclusions, the corresponding &

cannot be too big.

Proposition 2.1. Let B c A and S? be as above. If B c A has finite depth, then
S? is compact.

Proof. Since B c A has finite depth, there is a /co > 0 such that, for all

j > h, B'j+l n A = {B'j n A, e-j}" . It follows that an element a = {a;} of

& is determined by a^ , and the compactness of & follows from the finite

dimensionality of BÍ n A .   Q.E.D.

The next lemma is an improved version of Lemma 4.2 of [14]; it relates the

derived tower of B c A to that of the pair of fixed-point algebras under a

standard automorphism.

Lemma 2.2. Let B c A be a pair of AFD type II i factors with finite index

and finite depth. Let a be a standard automorphism of B c A with respect
to a generating tunnel. Then a has finite order if and only if Ba c Aa has

finite depth, and in this case the derived tower of Ba c Aa can be computed as

(B%)'nAa = (B'knA)a.

Proof. Suppose Ba c Aa has finite depth. First we observe that because B c A

has finite depth by assumption and a is invariant with respect to the conditional

expectations, EB>nA , e_k(B'k n Aa)e_k = (B'k_{ n Aa)e_k , for sufficiently large

k . Fix such a k . Then it can be easily checked that

{B'knAa,e.k}"   c   (B°k+[)'nAa

u u

B'knAa        c    (B^)'nAa

is a commuting square. Performing the basic construction for (Bk)' n Aa c

{Bk+\)'^Aa , Lemma 4.6.3 in [4] implies that we have a sequence of commuting
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squares:
{BknAa,e-k,...,eHk+l)}"    c   (B^+!+l)'nAa

u u

{B'kr\A\e_k,...,eHk+l_X)}"   C     (B^+!)'nAa

Moreover, as Ba c Aa has finite depth, the sequence of finite-dimensional

algebras, {B'k n Aa, e_k, ... , e_(fe+,_.)}" c {B'k n Aa , e_k, ... , eHk+n}", is

periodic. Hence since {B'k n Aa, e_k , ... , e_(yt+/_1)}" c B'k+l n Aa c (■#£+,)' n

Aa , it follows that the sequence {B'k+¡ n .4a} for / > 1 is also periodic, so we

actually have B'k+l+l P\Aa = {B'k+l n Aa, *?_(*+/)}" for large /. Thus B\ n ^a C

(£")' n ,4a gives rise to a commuting square for sufficiently large /. As both
B\ n Aa and (5^)' n Aa approximate Aa , we get that B\ n Aa = (Bf)' n Aa

for large /, so the two families of finite-dimensional algebras have the same

principal graph. Therefore, B'/HA" = (Bf)'nAa for all /. Now the commuting

squares B¡ n Aa c B\ c A satisfy the periodicity conditions in [21], and the

two sequences approximate Aa c A. Thus by the Wenzl index formula, [A :

Aa] < oo, so a has finite order.

For the converse, we refer the reader to the arguments in Lemma 4.2 of

[14].   Q.E.D.

Proposition 2.3. Let N c M be a pair of AFD type IIL; factors, 0 < X < I,
with finite index, finite depth, and a common discrete decomposition, and let

B c A be the corresponding type II i pair. Then there are only finitely many

nonconjugate pairs of AFD type IIL factors with the same type II and type III

towers as N c M.

Proof. By assumption (A c M) = (B <g> R0,i xe Z c A <g> R0>1 xe Z), where
.Ko, i is the AFD type 11^ factor and mod (6) = X. By [13], B c A has finite
depth, so applying Theorem 4.2.1 in [19], we can assume that 6 is of the form

a® a, where mod (a) = X and a is a standard automorphism on B c A with

respect to some generating tunnel Bk . By [13], Nk = (Bk ® Ro, i) xa0(T Z gives

rise to a tunnel of A c M and N'kCiM = (B'kr\A)a ; also the two tunnels share

the same Jones projections. The finite depth condition of A c M then implies

that the sequence {B'kr\Aa} is periodic. Since B'kf\Aa] Aa , Aa is a type IL

factor; likewise so is Ba . Using Lemma 2.2, we deduce that a has finite order,

say m.
For any other AFD type IIL; pair Q c P satisfying the same hypotheses and

having the same type II and type III towers as A c M, by the same argument

as above, there is a standard automorphism ß with period m on B c A such

that B'k n Aa c B'k n A is isomorphic to B'k n A? c B'k n A . It follows that

Aa    C    A A?    C    A

U U    is isomorphic to     U U ,
Ba   c   B BP   c   B

so ß is conjugate to some power a1 with (m, I) = 1. By Theorem 4.2.1 in

[19], Q c P is classified by the conjugacy class of ß in the group of standard
automorphisms on B c A; thus there can only be finitely many nonconjugate

pairs.   Q.E.D.
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Remark 2.4. In [14] it was shown that there exist uncountably many noncon-

jugate type IIL; inclusions with ^oo,oo as the type III principal graph and Ä„

as the type II graph for any n > 1. Thus the finite depth condition in 2.3 is

necessary.
The type IIL case, however, as we will see, is quite different. We recall that

any type IIL inclusion of factors admits a common continuous decomposition

[12]. The next proposition has also been obtained independently by Popa in

[19] and in the case where the index is less than 4 by Kosaki and Longo in [11].

Proposition 2.5. Let N c M be a pair of type IIL factors with minimal index,

finite depth, and a common continuous decomposition QxeRc P xeR. Then
<P(0,) = Id Vi £ R, where i> is the standard homomorphism.

Proof. Since the index is minimal (cf. [5]), by the arguments in [14], there is a

tunnel Qk of Q c P such that the derived tower of A c M is isomorphic to
(Q'k n P)*{e). As A c M has finite depth, Lemma 2.2 implies that 0(0,) = Id
except for possibly finitely many t 's. On the other hand, by the continuity of

the standard homomorphism [14, 9], Ker(<P(0)) is a closed subgroup of R.

Hence R/Ker(<P(ö)) is finite, so we must have Ker(O(0)) = R, i.e., O(0,) =

Id, Vi.   Q.E.D.

By Theorem 4.2.1 in [ 19], any pair of AFD type IIL factors with finite depth
splits as a tensor product of a pair of AFD Hi factors with a common AFD

type IIL factor.

Proposition 2.6. Let N c M be AFD type IIL factors with minimal index, and

let B c A be the corresponding pair of AFD type IL factors in the common

continuous decomposition of N c M. Then either A c M is isomorphic to

B <g> Roo c A <g> i?oo, where Rx is the unique AFD factor of type Uli, or there

exist uncountably many nonconjugate AFD pairs of type IIL factors with the

same type III and II towers as N c M.

Proof. Let 0,, t £ R denote the trace-scaling one-parameter goup that arises in
the common continuous decomposition of A c M. Let <I> denote the standard

homomorphism. If tf>(0,) = Id Vi € R, then A c M = B <g> R^ c A ® R^ ,
by Theorem 4.2.1 of [19]. Otherwise Ker(Q>(d)) = t0Z for some t0 which is
nonzero by Lemma 2.2. Now for each e > 0, define Of = 6et for t £ R,

then Ker(O(0£)) = (t0e~x)Z. Hence if e # e', then <D(0£) and <D(0£') are

nonconjugate in S?, so 0e and 0£ are not outer conjugate on B ® Rq,\ C

A®Ro,i, because i> maps outer conjugacy into conjugacy. Thus the resulting

pair of type IIL factors by taking the crossed products of B ® R0, i c A ® Ro, i
with 0£ are pairwise nonconjugate; yet their type III towers are all equal to that

of A c M, since (B'k n A)*W = (B'k n Af^ .   Q.E.D.

As the preceding propositions indicate, for an inclusion of AFD type III^
factors with X £ (0, 1], the relation between the type III and type II towers is

quite interesting. It is in the course of computing these towers explicitly in the

index = 4 case that we realize that a proof of a result of Izumi and Kawahigashi

in [6] on the number of nonconjugate AFD type IL subfactors of R based

on automorphisms can be obtained. According to [18], such subfactors are in

a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of a certain third cohomology
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group. The proof in [6] that there are n-2 nonconjugate pairs of AFD type IL

factors with the Coxeter-Dynkin diagram D„ as the principal graph is based on

an explicit calculation of the connection of the paragroup, which was introduced

in [ 15], corresponding to such a pair of factors. Thus it might be of some interest

that the automorphism approach is also useful in the classification problem for
subfactors.

Before we get into the details of the proof, we need to recall certain facts
from [14].

Let A c M be a pair of AFD type IL factors with Ä„ , n > 2, as principal

graph. Note that in this paper Än has 2« vertices. Then there exists a period

2 outer automorphism a on A c M, which is standard with respect to some

generating tunnel and such that the pair of fixed-point algebras Aa c Ma are

type IL factors with D„+2 as the principal graph. By Takesaki duality, there
exists a period 2 outer automorphism ß on B c A such that (B Xß Z2 c
AxßZ2)^(NcM).

The idea of our proof consists of showing that a and ß with the properties

above are unique up to outer conjugacy on the respective inclusion of factors.

We begin with a simple lemma. In the following, all factors are assumed to
be AFD of type II, .

Lemma 2.7. Let B c A be factors with finite index and finite depth. Let a be a
nontrivial standard automorphism on B c A with respect to a generating tunnel

{Bk} . Then a is outer on each of the factors,   ■cBkc-cBcA.

Proof. Clearly a is outer on B because it is standard and nontrivial—similarly

on Bk for each k. If a = Ad u, for some u £ M, then a1 must be inner

on B for some / and hence is trivial. Hence a has finite order, so Ba and

B" are factors. But then Aa is the basic extension of B" c Ba and hence is a

factor and u is a scalar, so a = Id, a contradiction. Hence a must be outer
on A.   Q.E.D.

The following notion of strongly or properly outer actions on a pair of factors
B c A was introduced in [1, 20]: a e Aut(A, B) is called strongly or properly

outer on B c A if there is no nonzero a £ A such that aa(x) = xa, for

x £B.

The opposite notion to strongly outerness is that of weakly innerness; namely,

a £ Aut(^4, B) is called weakly inner on B c A if there is a nonzero a £ A

such that aa(x) = xa, for all x £ B. Note that if B' n A = C, then this

condition means that there is a unitary u £ A such that a = Adu on B. By

Proposition 7 in [1], if (B' n A)a /(fix a)' n(^xa), then a is weakly inner

on B c A .

Proposition 2.8. Let a be a standard automorphism with finite order on B c A

with respect to a generating tunnel {Bk} . Then the predual ß of a is weakly

inner on Bk c Aa for some k less than or equal to the depth of B c A.

Proof. We have (B% xß Zn c Aa xß Zn) =i (Bk c A), for all k. Hence

(5£ xß Z„Y n (Aa xß Zn) S B'kDA. On the other hand, ((££)' n Aa)P c

(Bf)' r\Aa = (Bk n A)a , which is strictly contained in B'k n A for some k not

exceeding the depth of B c A because a is nontrivial. Therefore, ß is weakly

inner on Bk c A .   Q.E.D.
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Theorem 2.9. Let B c A be a pair of AFD type IL factors with principal graph

Dn, n > 4 (resp. D^, ), and ß a period 2 outer automorphism on B c A such

that BxßZ2cAxßZ2 has principal graph Än_2 (resp. ^oo,oo)- Then ß is

unique up to outer conjugacy.

Proof. Since B'nA = C, by the remark preceding Proposition 2.8, ß is weakly

inner on B c A . Let us consider first the cases of the D„ graph for n > 5 or

the Doc graph. It is then well known that in these cases the normalizer JV(B)

of B in A generates a subfactor of index 2 in A . By Goldman's theorem in [8],

there exist period 2 outer automorphisms a and p such that ¿V(B)" = BxaZ2

and A = JV(B)" xp Z2. From now on o and p are fixed, and we let ua and up

be the corresponding implementing unitaries. As ß is weakly inner on B c A ,

ß\B is implemented by a unitary in JV(B) which is necessarily of the form

wua . Hence by perturbing ß with Adío , we may assume that ß\B = Adua ■

Using Galois Theory for finite group actions, we see that on JV(B)" = B xaZ2

either ß = Ad«CT or ß = Aduaô . We claim that the second possibility cannot

occur, for if ß = Ad uad , then à can be extended to an outer automorphism of

A whose fixed-point algebra is a subfactor of index 2 of A and which contains

B. Hence it must be equal to JV(B)" = B xaZ2. This implies that à = Id on

B xa Z2, a contradiction! Therefore, ß = Adua on B xaZ2. Repeating the

same argument as above, we deduce that ß = Ad uap on A. Since a and p

are fixed throughout, ß is actually unique up to inner perturbation by a unitary
in B.

If the principal graph is D4 , then either A = B x e Z4 or A = B xe (Z2 © Z2)
for some outer action 0 .

In the first case, the same argument as above shows that up to an inner

perturbation by a unitary in B , ß = Ad ue62 , so it is unique.

In the second case, set G = Z2 ® Z2, and let u¡, i £ G, be the implementing

unitaries of 0. Then as above ß = Adu¡6j for some i £ G and j £ G.

We will show that all automorphisms on B c A having these forms are outer

conjugate to each other. First, by the classification up to conjugacy of finite

group actions on the AFD type IL factor in [7], for any i, j £ G, there is an

automorphism tp on B such that tpd¡tp~x = Q¡. Using standard arguments,

tp can then be extended to an automorphism on B xeG which intertwines the

dual action 0 . It follows that ^(Adw,^)^-1 = AdUj6k , for any i, j £ G and

any k £ G. Now it remains to show that Ad u¡e¡ is outer conjugate to Ad Ujdk

for some i, j £ G and any j, k £ G, with j ^ k . Again, by the classification

of finite group actions on R in [7], there exists an automorphism tp on BxeG

which permutes the dual action in such a way that <pdjtp~x = 8k . Since tp must

preserve the fixed-point algebra of the dual action which is B, tp(u¿) = wu¡,

for some j £G and some unitary w in B . Hence (Ad w*tp) Ad«, = Adujtp~x

and we have (Adw*tp)(AdUi6j) = Aduj(tp6j) = (Adu¡6k)tp . Thus Adw,-0j is

outer conjugate to Ad u¡6k .   Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.10. Let A c M be a pair of AFD type IL factors with principal
graph Ä„ or ^oo,oo. and let a £ Aut(M, A) be an outer automorphism with

period 2 such that (Na)' n Ma = C. Then a is unique up to outer conjugacy.

Proof. By a result in [17], A c M can be identified with the inclusion {jc ®
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6(x) ; x £ R} c R ® M2(C), where 0 is an automorphism of the AFD type IL

factor R which has outer period n if the principal graph of A c M is Ä„ or

is aperiodic if the graph is A^ t ̂  .
Let e¡j be the matrix units in the identification above of M so that A' n

M = C?i i © Ce"22. Let a be an automorphism satisfying the hypotheses in the

theorem. Then as Aû has a trivial relative commutant in Ma , a(eu) = e22 .

A simple calculation reveals that a determines a unique automorphism à

on R and a unique unitary c in R such that

ot(e\2) = ce2\    and   a = Ad
0    1
c   0

(à ® Id).

We observe that in M the projections e = \[\ ¡] and / = \[\ \"] have the

same trace which is equal to the inverse of the index. Thus by [17] there is a

unitary u in R such that Ad[(j %u)]e = f. From this it follows that c = d(u)u*

and hence

Ad
u"
0

0
d(u*)

Ad (AdM*Q®Id).

The fact that a preserves A entails that (Adw*à)0(AdM*à)_1 = 0_1. Since

we are interested in the outer conjugacy of a, we may assume that a has the

form of the right-hand side in the equality above.

Suppose that a' is another automorphism on A c M satisfying the same

conditions as a ; we let à', u' be defined similarly as above.

Now {8, Adu*à} and {0,Adw'*à'} determine two actions of the semidi-

rect product Zx„Z2 ( a denotes the inversion symmetry on Z) on R which

have the same outer invariant by a straightforward computation. By the

classification result of countable discrete amenable group actions on R in

[16], these two actions are outer conjugate in R, i.e., there is an automor-

phism tp of R anda (Zx(7Z2)-cocycle «(/,_/) suchthat Ad«(io)0<¡> = <P& and

Ad«(o,i)(Adw'*â')ç? = <p(Adu*ä).
It follows that "1       0

3> = Ad
0 M(0,l)

(tp® Id)

defines an automorphism on A c M. We have
'0

1
Oa<P" (P   Ad (Adw*â Id)] <D"

= Ad W(-l.

0
D 0

«(1,0)M(0,1)

As Ut,(O,l)0(w(-l,l) ) = u(0,1)

u(-1,1)
0 "(1,0)"(0,1)J

eA,

so a and a' are outer conjugate in A c M.   Q.E.D.

Let us now show that for each n > 4, there are n-2 nonconjugate subfactors

of R with Dn as the principal graph.
First of all, it is known that, by [16], each subfactor of R with principal

graph Än, n > 2, is locally trivial and so classified, up to isomorphism, by
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Connes's obstruction of the corresponding automorphism, which is an «th root

of 1 (cf. [3]). Hence there are exactly n nonconjugate such subfactors of R.

By Theorem 4.4 in [14], each pair of AFD factors with principal graph Ä„^2 ,

n > 4, contains a pair of subfactors as the fixed-point algebras of a period 2

standard outer automorphism on A c M and which has Dn as the principal

graph. By Theorem 2.9, these Dn pairs are mutually nonconjugate; hence, there

are at least n - 2 of them.

Conversely, starting with a Dn inclusion B c A , let ß be the weakly inner

automorphism on B <z A that is given in Theorem 2.9. Then the pair of crossed

product factors N = BxßZ2cM = AxßZ2 has index 4 and a nontrivial

relative commutant. Based on the list in [4], the principal graph of A c M is

either Äm or ^ooj0o ■ By Theorem 2.10, ß is unique up to outer conjugacy on

N c M and there is a unique period 2 automorphism on the Am t ̂  inclusion

whose pair of fixed-point algebras has fl«, as the principal graph. Hence the

possibility of the A^ t ̂  graph is ruled out, so the principal graph for A c M

is Äm and the same argument shows that m = n-2. In other words, any D„

subfactor of R is conjugate to exactly one of the n-2 subfactors constructed

as the pair of fixed-point algebras of a period 2 outer automorphism on an Än-2

pair of factors.

Remark 2.11. (1) It should be noted that the arguments in Theorem 2.10 can

also be made to work for more general automorphisms, not just for those with

period 2.
(2) It follows from Theorem 2.10 that the automorphism constructed in [9]

based on the orbifold method is outer conjugate to the standard one constructed

in [14].
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